COVID-19

Racing against
a pandemic
The emergence and outbreak of the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 at
the end of 2019 has created an urgent need for testing to help limit the
spread of COVID-19. AusDiagnostics has used its patented, multiplexedtandem PCR technology to develop a test to detect SARS-CoV-2 and
distinguish between the different causes of coronavirus-like infections.
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infections with similar symptoms. Keith
continued: “For each test we develop,
we look for the best place to position
our primers in the whole genome of the
virus, and our validation studies show
that our products are close to 100
percent sensitive and specific. Our main
screening kit has two targets for
SARS-CoV-2 plus influenza A, influenza
B and RSV, while our other kits have 16
or 24 respiratory targets. Using two
targets for SARS-CoV-2 on the one
panel makes it very unlikely that a
sample that is positive for both targets
could be a false positive. Two different
sets of primers – each consisting of four
primers – have to bind, which requires
eight separate hybridizations to get a
positive result. A further advantage is
that having two targets helps to protect
against mutations. In a single target test,
there is a danger of false negatives if
AusDiagnostics’ Ultra-Plex systems offer walkaway, multiplex processing for molecular detection
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your amplicon falls in the region where a

COVID-19

mutation has occurred. By using two
targets, we can look for drift in the ratio
between targets in our customers’ data,
to see if we can pick up changes that
may be occurring. Our workflow also has
two PCR steps, which has the advantage
of making our test very sensitive, and so
we pick up positives that even a
reference lab may miss.”
The company’s technology allowed it to
respond very quickly to the COVID-19
crisis, positively testing its first clinical
sample by the 31st of January – less than
three weeks after the first sequence was
published – and achieving CE marking
by the beginning of March. Keith
added: “We’re now producing a quarter
of a million of these tests a month here
in Australia, and another 150,000 a
month in the UK. These tests are
designed for throat or nasal swabs,
and run on our bespoke molecular
diagnostics systems.”

The AusDiagnostics Ultra-Plex 96 uses four Cavro ADPs to conduct a two-step PCR workflow in as
little as 3.5 hours

that are likely to occur if done manually;
running a test is as simple as putting
your name in, uploading the sample IDs,
selecting the panel you’re going to run
and pressing go.”
“We wanted to get this platform
to market quickly, and decided to

The Cavro Air Displacement Pipettor (ADP)
was a great solution, as it was ready made,
reducing engineering research and speeding up
the development of our full platform.
Each of AusDiagnostics’ molecular
diagnostic platforms consists of two
main elements – a sample processor and
a real-time PCR analyzer. When
developing its latest platform – the
Ultra-Plex 96 system, which launched in
early 2020 – the company turned to
Tecan to help reduce time to market.
Keith continued: “The Ultra-Plex 96 can
conduct a two-step PCR workflow in
parallel, and it has a built-in 96-well
thermal cycler on the workdeck. The
system can run an assay panel with 768
individual PCR results in as little as 3.5
hours, with the ability to reload samples
every two hours, making it perfect for
the volume of samples that need to be
screened during a pandemic. The
automation reduces the risk of errors

use an off-the-shelf pipetting
mechanism. We turned to Tecan to
meet this need because we were
already using 10 Freedom EVO® 150
liquid handling workstations in the
production of our kits, and so we trust
the company’s technology inherently.
The Cavro® Air Displacement Pipettor
(ADP) was a great solution, as it was
ready made, reducing engineering
research and speeding up the
development of our full platform. We
had already developed some of our own
pipetting heads, and so we could
admire the cleverness of Tecan’s
technology, as well as see that the
component met our precision and
reproducibility needs. We were able to
easily integrate the ADP into our own

robotic platform, and it communicates
seamlessly via a USB port.”
“There is huge demand for our platform
at the moment, from both hospital and
private laboratories; we are shipping to
customers as quickly as we can. We
appreciate the cooperation and
collaboration that we have had from
Tecan throughout this project, and the
team has been very proactive in helping
us to find the right solution at each
phase. We were even alerted when Tecan
started to offer clear disposable tips that
would help us reduce the cost to our
customers. The Tecan team has also
helped with scheduling parts deliveries,
checking our stock levels and delaying
shipment if we weren’t ready or, more
likely in the current situation, speeding
up an order if we were running low. Our
platform and kits are really making a
difference in this pandemic, and Tecan
has helped us to achieve this.”

To find out more about
Tecan’s Cavro ADP, visit
www.tecan.com/cavro-adp
To learn more about
AusDiagnostics, go to
www.ausdiagnostics.com
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